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Table o'f Content.
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Lookin it The Eff cts of Ener In Action
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cOncepts and applications of energy mainly
by demonstration and observation.

Lesson 2 .A Central Heating System
Using the home heating system as a basis
for study, students learn about energY
sources conversions, and some of the
techniques by which we use and controla

energy.

UNIT 2

Lesson.1*. From The Generating Station To Youi
This lesson focuses on tie .comple g. steps in-

. volved in the,production.of electricity,
starting with the primary sources and ending
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INTRODUCTION

The guiding Principle behind
this packet' is a focus on the
technological rather:than the
theoretical aspects Of pnergy.
Thus,.although fourth, fifth,
and sixth grade students are
introduced in ihe first unit
to the basic concepts and
applications of energy, the

method by which this is done
consists mainly of demonstra-
tion and observation.

In the second unit, students
bedome knowledgeable about
same of the steps and proces-
ses required to make energy
available to the user. Stuz-
dents begin by taking school
round field trips...xhich sur-
ey building wiring and, if
ssible,,continue their In-

estigation of the travsmis-
sion and distribution system
for providing electricity to
the home and'school by taking
a field trip which follows
transmission lines to a gen-
erating station. After
students discover several
primary,sources of energy
used in electrical proAuction,
they turn to a study Of the
processes of pill drilling and
coal mining, including the
hazards involved and geolog-
ical locationl(Unit 3).

In the finll unit., students-
demonsttate throughIclassroom.
experamehts the _conversion of
radiant energy to heat and
compare chemical afid nuclear
energy in relation to the

'quantity'df energy Troduced
per unit of matter. In'ad-
dition, students sUite tae
problem of supAy and demand
in energy and ideptify conser-
vation measures. They also L

learn of the place of solar
and nuclear energy in the

United States Ithen they, ex-
plore medsdres being conSidered
for the short-term solutions to
the national energy problem.

"How We Make Energy Work" is
divded into four units. Each
unit contains two to four les-
sons. In geneial, a 'esson
refers tp one class period of
approximately thirty-five min-.
utes of instruction. Vor some
activities, such as a field
trip, the amountvof time re-
quired depends on ,the location
of facilities and the time it
takes to complet6 the trip.
In this caber time allotment
is listed as one to four class
periods. Completing the en-
tire packet takes approximately
two weeks.

ACTIVITY MASTERS

.You will find twenty activity
masters in the packet "How We
Make Energy Work." Each master
is aesigned to help yOu imple--
ment the lessons in the Teacheys'
Manual. Toey are suitable for .

conversion o a duplicating
master and will make sufficient
copies for your classes.

Anbwers or anticipated stildent
responses to quesd'ons.on the
activity masters have .been in-
cluded at appropriate places
in the Teachers' Manual.

TE<CHEFIS' 1ANUAt 4+

The titacher material contains a
brief overVew of each leison,
otatinq the purpose of the
lesson. The obje'ctiVes point
toward the measurable goals for -

studentssto achieve, and the
materials and time.allotment-
provide basic informatidh in
simplified, easy-to-read tormat.



'Each lesson begins with a .sug-
gestion foir moving the lesson
forward or emphasizing the
thrust of the less9n. The

-activities in each lesson are
de3igned to reinforce basic
skills in additiOn to helping
inteFmediate age students
learn appropriate facts about
energy. It is recommended

-- that you use the,lessons 4

and unit in.he order we have
structured, as they tend to

%build on one another. You
will know the abilities of
your students,- however, and
can best decide if particular,
lessons br units have or do
pot have applications for
your class. Suggestions for
optional activitied may offer
you alternative approaches.
Most lessons include several'
optional activities for stu-\.,
dentwto perform.

TEACHER BAeKpROUND INFORMATION

. -Material in the next part of.
these Notes to the Teacher'
give& additional backcircund
Imformation you may use to
enrich the lessons and'stu-
dent performance at aptivity
master tasks.

Unit 1
'Actim.ity Masters 1-3

Because 9f its intangible
nature, energy usually cannot
be stu ied directly. However,
the e fects of energy in ac-
tion can be examined because
these effects change the pos-
ition, motion, state, cfjt
temperature of materia things.
The cause is energy. The forms
of energy responsible for the
changes may be labeled eleem--
tricity, heat, chemical, and

'mechanical energy. Motion may
be labeled chemical energy,
and light', radiant efiergy.

Central Heating SysteM

All ordinary central heating
systems have the following
components: (k) a means of
converting an energy.source
(coal, oil.', natural gas,
electricity) to heat; (2) a

.to a carrier, .e. air, watlr,"
means of.tranTrrincrthe heat

steam;,and (3) a means of
transporting these to the roots
of a house. In addition, there
is a method of control, usually
by thermostats. Same hpating
systems which utilize electri-
city heat rooms individually,
and are not considered central
systems. For Lem.spn 2, however,
the focus is not ofl\these, but
on the typi;cal centralized home
heating system.

C16

Un it 2

Actiiity Master 4
t-

. .

pectrical energy is,the-mrist
common form of' energy uSed an
the'home. Actually, it is ail
intermediate form since it
comes betwedn the primary
sources and end uses slich as
light, heat, and motioh.
Electricity is convenient to
use bedause of the means by
which it can be aistributech
HoweVETI it has A distinct ,

disadvantage in that it'cannot
be stored and so must be pro-
duced at the moment of need: .

The process of,converting pri-
mary sources of energy to
electrical energy, then trans-
mitting it and converting it
to its end use resqlts in a
loss of energy at every step.

9
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Unit 3
Act,ivity Masters 5-13

\.
The raw material of fossil
fuels (coal, natural gas,
oil) was the vegetation a4d4
animal life present on'earth

of.years ago. Thes
organisms died, decayed, and
due to geolovical wrocesses,
became buriga deep under-
ground. Extreme pressures
produced further chinges re-
sultiqg in coal, natural gas,
and oil. Peat, is the result
of milar processes without
t e.6xtreme pressure. It is
found in bogs on the surface
of the earth. The extremely
long period of time required
to form fostii faAels as well:
.as the absence of other con-
ditions places these fuels
in the non-renewable classirk-
fication.

Coal mines vary in depth from
a few hundred to several thou.:-
sand feet. -Mining has always
.been one of the, most hazarduts
occupations. Some of the
dangers are. obvious: the
dangek of working.in theidark,
floods, fire, and cave-ins.
Dust, gas explosions, inad-
equate venilation and acci7
dents are additional problems
that present miners with in-
stant and long-range dangers.'
Surtace mining eliminates
most of these Oroblems, but.
addb an envirournental one of
immense pioportions.

141 is formed by a Tkocess.
similior to the one that pro-
duces coal. Inttead of being
the foisil remeins of plant
life, however, oil seems to
have.been formed from sea
anieals as Well as plant re-
mains which sank to the
bottom of the great seas that

covered the earth in earlier
geologic periods.- °ills-
younger than coal, only a few
tens of a million years old
insVad of hUndieds of mil-
liorls. It was also formed by,
pressure and them-result4ng
heat. ,Insteid of the simple'.
carbon atOms which form the
crystalline solid of coal,
petroleum consistp of a great
variety of complicated hydro-
carbon moleculet, large mole-
cules of carbon and hydrOman.

iThe petroleum product.s,them-
selves range from the thick
heavy tars and asphalts (the
largest molecules), through
the oila, gasoline, and kero-
sene, to the natUral gases like
methane, which is a carbon atoM
plus four hydrogen atoms. The
various'lighter components cf
petroleum;are formed from the
heavier ones by ucracking";
they,are brdken down by the,
heem. It is this same process .

which is used in a refinery tp
produce gasoline (one of the
lighter molecufes) and the,other
products, kerosenedlesel oil,
and fuel oils, etc..4

Unit 4
Activity Masters 14-21

The worlA depends heavily on
fossil fuels as-prime eriergy
sources. In 1976, 97 percent
of energy c=sumed came from
fossil fuel sources.. The
customary unit used te discuss
world-wide energy consUmpt*on
and sources is .#;) Calorie. A
Calorie with a capital C(in
scientific terminology, the
kilocalorie) is the amount .of

an,

f

*

1 'EnergyrEnviromment Source'Bock,
aohn M. Fowler (Wv.ional Sci: -1
Teachers Association: Washington,
D.C.) p. 115,' 1975.
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energy requiredb to raise the
tempprature of ohe kilogram
of water one degree Celsius.
The Q indicates,* quadrillion
lopalories or (10." C).

U.S. Energy Resources in Quadrillion (Q)
Calories: shown Graphically by Area of
the 111nr.ks.
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Heat energy is 'carried by
conduction, contlection, and
radiation. The outside of
a glass containing a hot

-aligid gets hot by the heat
ener y traveling through
the glass (conduction). The
aUtside of the glast heats
'the air which,in turn moves
away carrying the heat with
it (donvection).' Sunshine
feels warm because the rays
(radiant energy) are abstrbed

s by the body and converted to
heat. Preventing or reducing
conduction and convection will
keep heat in place longer or

-.prevent heat from entering .a
cbld place.

Solar 'energy mmtains many
kinds of radiation. The
human eye responds-to a vefy

V small portion of the total
radiation. This portion,
plus some invisible infrarect
radiation, can be converted
to heat when absorbedaby an
object. Dark colors are bet-
ter absorbers than light or
shiny reflecting surfaces

None of this conyiefsion
shpuld be confused.viith the
heatvfelt from a sunburn
which is the result of skin
damaged by exposure to ultra-
violet radiation. It should
be mentioned that pritctical
use of solar energy is hamp-
ered by the 11ack qf continu-
ous sinshine4 Some means of
storing hea eiergy or plc- .

'viding a su plementary source
during periods of insufficient
solar radiation must be pro-

.

vided..

The burning of fossil fuels
-restilts in the recombining af'
the elements carbon and hy-
drogen with'oxygeA in the

air, and the release of energy
in the form of light and heat.
Splitting the nacleus of large
atoms, such as uranium retults
in the release of a large amount
of energy and the creation of
two new nuclei. these-so-called
fission oroducts are radioactive
and so could be barmful to liv-
ing things, humans.in particular.
Just as the fire in,a huge power,
plant must be cogtrolled, so
must the released nuclear ener-
gies be cohtrolled.

An essentiel characteristic of
a nuclear teactor is its closed
iystem which prevents harmful 4

materials from entering the
environment.

3
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4 Objectives

Ilt

Materials

f

Unit 1
Lesson 1 .

LOOKI.NG AT:210E.EFFECTS OM ENERGY IN ACTION

This lesson WII1 help ielop an intuitive
notion bf energy by dir cting the students'
ateention vto a variety of chitnges happdrii
to many objects. Students will look at t

-

,effeats of these 1ctlahges.

0,rqudents should be able to:
1. Discuss the.effects of,energy'infaction.
2. Recognilze and sive examples of elec-

trical, dhemical, and mechanical.:.
energy. ..

e

Electkic hotRlate
400 ml Pyrexibealier half full of wat2r

(or use saute pan)
:lectric hair blow dier. Tape thin strips

- of cAoth or plastic over it so that they-
win stream out in frOrii of dryer.

Flashlight and batteries A

Two fruit juice glasses; one containing a
small amount'of 15-10 ml) baking soda; the

.pither 45-10 ml) of vineigar..
.Candle. (or oil lamp) ,

Bucket of water or sink
Battery-operated electric bell -

Meter stick
Two chalk erass.rs
Book
Coin
Copies of Activity Master 1

Time
Allotment One class period

Activity

Observing-and Reporting

1

Olo

irocedure

The Jtaim focus of this .

lesson is to have students
observe .ea
.record w1i a
tell what
why.

3

demonstralon,
they see, and
happening and

,



1. Except for the fitst
demonstration, discuss
and operate the other
demOnstrations separ-

,

ately. Begin by having
, a student volunteer to3

plug,in the hot plate.
. Ask therstudents to look

.

at the water in the beaker
, occasioraj, and to raise
their h nd wh n they see
somethin is eginning to
happen..

Move'on to the ;econd
demonstration in the mean-

,

timer and then 'to tip
third, and so on. However,
when someone notices ask:
What is happening,and why?
(Electricity? makei the0

plate hot; heat makes the
water boil.)

-

Allow the water to continue
tb boil until there is a
roticeable lowering of the
-water level. At this time

0 ask: What has happened to
the missing water'aras'ily2
(Electricity made the plate
hot! hea,t chanVed.the-water
to ,team;\and steam went
into the aii.)

2. Ask a student to plug in
the hair dryer. What is ,

1242221.419_211ELMLY7 (Elec-
ctricity caused the motor
to turn the fan.. Fan

17

blades push the air. This
moving air caused tha strea-:
mers to move.)

3. Visibly assemble batteries
in the flashfight,and turr.

on the.flaohlight. What
happened and wily? (WETeries
(cells) made-electricity, and
electr;:city mad), light.)s
You may want to add that the
filament got hot,'or not men-
tion it at this time.



am

what would happen if
'there were no betteries
In the flashlight?
Would it light?. Why?

4. Pour vinegar into the :

glass containing baking
soda. What is happening-
and why? (A chemical reaction'
takes place and gas CO2 is given
"off t is wilat bubbles' up. )

. Lighti the Candle or oil
lamp wick. What happendd
.and sylay (Wax - oil.- burned
producing-heat and light%)
It may be necessary to call
attention to the fact that
the iiick or string is not
,the burnihg element.)

6.

..

'Connect bell to battery.
'What happened and why?.
(Battery produced edec-
tricity ankthe electrici.ty
produced"a khanging mag-
netic field which moved
the bell clapper Mkingt,
the ringing sound.). What
,would happen-if the clapper
wasn't cminected to the
bell? (Nothing.)

7. Drop an object such as
a book on a teeter-totter
ariangement:of Meter
stick and erasers. (See

.pictur'e at'left.) 'Ask:
What happened and why?
(Falling. 'object Madethe

move)Lhich puhed
the eraselinto:tiie.al)

9



Reporting- Informati,on

4,

1

41...

ATIVITY MASTER

Help stude s fill in the
s often as pos-

sible, relate the process
.steps and chaVges to the,
deMonstrations the students,
Observed ii class. Answers
will varyCbdt, in general,
will follow these:

1. Kicking (mechanical
energy -- motioh--motion--
sound.,

2. Furnace (chemical reaction
.

of fuel) -- burning --
heat.

ti

Vacuum cleaner -- electricity --
moti,on.

4. Sfove electricity--heat
..(and light).

5. Lamp -- electricity--heat

6. Mixer -- eleOtricity--

Dgyer electricity--heat,
motion.

Washer electricity-7
--Nheat, motion.

49..Televi'sion -- electricity--
heat, light! gound.

Optic2a Activity

With more advanced classes,
ask students to set up the
demonstriations, previously
outlined; in.student activity



Ottserving and Reporting center.s. in each center
two or three students set
up the energy-in-act,ion

4 mini-lab and introdUceP
the energy concepts to
their cl4ssmates, who'tp-

-vel from one center-to
the next.'s Have center
leaders prepare worksheets'.
to hand out ahead of time.
These sheets may include
drawing of the object to
be observed and suffici.ent
space for student note-
taking.

HAPPE4400&
fN 1105 14AlPmgyEiti
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Objectives

Unit I. ""
Lesson 2

A CENTRAL.HEATING SYSTEM

\

Using home heating systems as a basis fsr,
studyl students learn about energy sources,
ccnversions7'.and some of the techniques by
whick\we use and control energy.

Students should be able to:
Name the common sources of energy
used iz hoMe heating.

2. Descrike how a hair dryer works. ,

3. Descri1ç the operation of a-home
:heating system, relatingjt to'a
hair dryer.

Materials Hair blow dryer (or use a picture)
\---Activity Masters 2 &

Time
Allotment

I.

One class period

Artivity
?

Observing and Repor ing Have student plug in a
hair dryer and turn on the,
switch. After a moment dr
two, Zet students feel the
hot air blowing ott.
What makes the air move?
(Fan) ighat makes the aii
hot? (Electricity heating
the coil.)

Where is the.coil? (Between
the fan and the outlet.)
How did the heat get to1 your
hand? (Or hair)? (ivio qoil
heated the air. The c.r2 llows
the hot air out.)

Procedure

R04.4 my&

tc.?

ACTIVITY MASTER 2 /

Distribute this activity
sheet and have studentss
label dryer parts in the
appropriate blanks. (See
diagram'at left.1

,13
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Classifying Sentence order:

Cause and Effect

'CoMparing -by Analogy

The energy source is
electricity.

Electirical.energy is
converted to heat energy .
when it passes through
the coil of wire.

The hot coil heats the
air in the tube.

*The hot air is pushed
out by the fan.

Studexplanations of the
toaster or electric stove.
will vary, but these sentences
.should apply:

The energy source is
electricity.

ElectriCal energy is
converted to heat energy
when it passes through
a coil of yire.

The hot coil Seats,...whae-,
ever is in a pan on the
stave orlbread in'the
toaster.

ACTIVITY MASTER 3'

'Sefore distributing copies'of
the baock diagram of a typical
home heating system, ask stu-
dents; Look a ain at the
ictdre o

Could aliair dryer heat a -

Hi-air (No. Not ver-dTiCh
anyway.



4.

O'

t.

What would we have to do

(Make it madh bigger.) .*

What would be needed to
make tt bigger? (Bigger
parts, more energy to
run it, etc.)

. .

Using the overhead pro3J06ec-
tor, a transparency of the
block diagram of a central
heating system and duplica-

k
ted copies of Acti'v ty
Matter 3, have-stud nts
label parts of the h me
heating system as part of
a,generlik. class discussion. ,
Dial wiehithese questions:'

Ste0 1. What do you think
.

the pr,imary sourcekof
ienergy is? ..(Have %students
write in Prithary Source in the.
first 121ock (reading from L to R)
and the appropriate source;
oil, coal, natural gas. It
may also be eiectricity.)

Step.2. How is the primary,
source converted to heat?'
(By burning. Write Con-
verting Chamberor,Fire
Sox in the inset incthe
transfer chamber. Put

C the word "burnin4" in
the same inset section.)

66Bip 3. What is being heated?
(Air,, water, or steam - it
depends on each student's
4ome system.) Does the
transfer chamber have a
name? '(Often called Boiler
Or Jacket. Write-in appro-
priate word.)



A thermostat isra\control
device that is activated
by temperature chinges.
'The most common working
element is composed of'
two metallic strips which
expand by different amounts
as the temperature changes.
This causes the strip to
beild and the thermostat can
be set so-that this bending
makes or breakl
contact at the desired,temp-
erature.

Step, 4. Is there a Moving
Device? (Fan for air;
.pupp for water. Write
in appi-opriate one.)

Step 5. Where are thermos-
tats? room, in tbe
moving device, and in 'the
ttansfer chamber. Hive
students,locate these
therMostats. Draw a.:wire
runnIng from room thdrmos
tat to fan or pump. knother
from the trangfer cIambr
thetmostat to, moving dev
(fan or pump), Run the
third'wire from the room
thermostat.to the fi;e box.)

1.

Note: There can be variations
in the wiring of the thermos-
tats. It depends on the sys-
tem. The° one shown.is a hot-
air system. When the room
,gets cold, the room thermos-
tat. turns the fire boxon.
When the transfer chamber
gets hot, the thermostat therb
turns on the fan. The Ian
then circulates hot air to the
roOm.

oOtLion 2 1

Distribute sufficient copie
of Activity Master 3 so tha
each student has one. Take
a field trip,to'the school
heating systeN, following
prior agreement with' the
school custodian. Compare
the parts shown on'the dia-
gram to the school's central
heating system. Label each
part and tell vihat it doeg.

21
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TEACHER USE

Primary

Source

STEP

Transfer Chamber
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Converting

Chamber

Firebox%

"

STEP 2

STEP 3

Room

Wire

Thermostat
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Unit 2
Lessons

FROp THE GENERATING STATION TO YOU.

ff a

Overview is lesson focuses,on the complex steps in-
vov.d in the production of energy, starting
with the primary sources of. energy and ending
with the consumer. Electricity is the subject
of the study becausp of its near uniOrsal use.

. 8

Objectives Students should be able to:
1. Describe an electrical transmission

system.. A

2. Explain the main functioar of thd main
parts of a generating station'.

3. List the most common primary sourceb
of energy used to gensrate electricity.

Materials Mural paper
tudent Field Guides (20-30 copies)

. Activity Master 4

Time
Allotment One-four class periods

Activity

Energy Tracing:
Cause and effect

"v.

Procedure
,

Go outside and./ with the'
help of-the custodian or
school building engineer,'
find,the place where wiring
enters the building.
Check these items:

1. Are the wires insulated?

2. Do wires come in pairs?4
Are they in sets of three,
sometimes in,a single
Cable?

3. What is the meter for?

Begin a classroom mural that
will eventually show the ,

various elements involved in
the production and trins-

, mission of electricity. The
first pictures will include
the school buildiplg,and the
electrical wires leading into
it. )
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Observing an Reporting
by direct e erence

4

z

. (Some of the elements that
should be included in the

..mural are shown on page
of this booklet.)

OptionarActivity

Have a mall group of stu-
dents compose a letter to
tlhe local utility company
asking for.ascistance-in '

planning a field trip to
a generating station and
,a route to see transmission

Part 2

Take a field trip starting
with the schoolfbuilding
and follow the Power lines
to a large transformer
st#tion. Pftve students
use Student Field Guide
sheets Ito record their ob-
servations. Some elements
that should be noted are:

1. Increased size of cable,
or that the three wires
become widely separated.

2:.Wires in cables.arevery
high and insulated from

, poles or towers. q.
1

.3. Occasionally wiree lead
off the main wires to
other buildingc. (A
large wire may carry
enough electricity for
many buildings: )

Occasionally there is
a tank-like container
on'a pole near a build-
ing. The- container has
wires leading out of it.
(It's called a transformer.
It opetateR somewhat like



Generating Plant
a.

Fill in the blanks:

The oil-coal:2gs supplies
the energy whi-dh is converted
to heat in the boiler. Steam
from the boiler is converted
to mechanical energy in the
turbine. The mechanical energy
TraTai-rerted to eleCtrical
energy in the generator.

-

. s-

the control box of a
toy electric train,
which changes a large
voltage to'a lower one.
Voltage may be loosely
explained as an indica-
tion of the push which
causes the electricity
to flow, higher voltage,
more push. .

5. At the large transformer
station, sUpply cables
,can be seen. Where are"
they? How many? Obich
direction are they going?
Why? (Answers will depend
on direct observation at "
the facility.)

6. The supply cableE originate
7at the'generating plant.

Add pictures of transmission
lines and transformer station
to mural. Show buildings and
houses, too.

Part 3

Visiit a generating station%
Distribute Field Guides, one
to each student. Compontrits

,to be-,observed at the genera-
ting plant should include the
following:

1. A generator whiáh converts
. motion suPplied by a tur-
bine to elbctrical energy.

'2. 'Turbine which converts
heat energy to motion dr .

mechanical energy.

3. Boilerwhich converts water
to steam by using heat.from
burning a fuel%
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4.4

Putting ft Together
Apply the Learning

Classifying:

4.1

4

a

N'

A supply of'a primary
source of energy
coal, gas, oil, or
_nuclear fuel

ACTIVITY MASTER 4

Distribute _copies of,sllde-
making materials and energy '

in action pictures. Tell
studentst, that the piAures
are.scrambled. Have students
foIl9w the directions on the
Activity Master in making the
films. (They may,color the

ipicures, if they wigh.)

Discussiorimary sourceittof
energy_4nd differentiate be-
tween ihese and end.xses of,
energy before the film-making
activity is begun.

Invite studenti3 to think of
other examples'of mechanicali
radiant, electri6el-r-chemical,
and heat energy. Have stu-
dents,draw thkir, own picture
for the filmr if -they wish to
do so.

foi
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TIME LINE FOR FOSSIL FUELS

Unit 3
Lesson I

e

Overview this lesson conveys to the student the extremely
long period of time required to produce fossil ;

fuels, part of the.reason why they are classified
as non-renewable sources of energy.

Objectives Students should be able to:
1. ,Eescribe the process by which fossil,

fuels were formed.
,2. State the ,time required ta produce

fossil fuels in meaningful units.

Materials Activity Masters 5, 6, and 7
Meter stick .

Sample fossils, if possible

Time
Allotment One class period

Activity

.Energy.Time Line

I.

Procedure

'ACTIVITY MASTER 5

Distribute copies of the
time line. Have students
look carefully at each
step and note the time
period. Use these guide
questions:

1. How do we know that this
kind of life form existed
about this time? (Point
to period 300 million B.C.
Fossil evtdence' exists
today.)

2. What'is a fosSil? (An
imprint of the organism
made in sofeearth and
preserved over the millions

4 of years.)

Where are fossils foUnd?
(Usually'under the Surface
where they were buried.).
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'sequenoing

Meaduring Time

a

-

k

4. What.causes them to be
buried? (Chanqes in
the earth's surface due
to eartpquakes, erosion, eto.

5. Why do you think we calj-
coal a fossil fuel? Why

'do you think we call oil
a fossil fuel? Why do
you think we call naural
gas a fossil fuel? Whioh
caused formation of nat-
ural gas?

-

Discuss the fact that vege-
tation (plant) decay resulted
in coal; and animal decay re-
sulted in oil.

ACTIVITY MASTER 6

1jave., students f9llow the
sequence of events that
resulted in the formation
of coal. Have students
write the story og coal
in their own words.

\\\

.ACTIVITY MAS 7

Have students examine the
pictures showing the for-
mation of oil. Rave stu-
dents write the story of
oil in their own words.

4 Optional,Activity

Have students examine a meter
stick and become familiar
with the units of I meter, 1
centimeter, 1 millimeter.

Go outside-to the playground
and have students measure a
line 100 meters long, marking
off every meter. Call one end
Of the line "Today." Give the
date.



FOSSIL
FUELS

411a

TODAY

tiZto

100 Meters
(Playground)

a

Tell students the line
represents the 300 million
years needed to produce
fossil fuels from the orig
inal vegetation. (Have
students look around. Are
there trees today that look
like the trees or plants in
the time line picture?)

Give students the following
table:

100 meters = 300 million years
1 meter = 3 million years
1 cm = 30 thousand years
1 mm = 3 thousand years

0.5 mm = 1,500 years

Have students note when A.D.
began about 1978 years ago.
This time- span is represented
by_0.54- mm. Appoint a student
to stand,on the TODAY marking.
Another should stand on the
0.5 mm mark. (They will stand
side by side.) Both students
represent the time of nearly
two thousand years.
Have-another student volunteer
to stand at the 100 meter mark.
This mark represents the forma-
tion of coal.

t.

Guide questions:

1. Why can't we wait for nature
to produce more fossil fuels?

%

2.,Why can we call fossil fuels
non-renewable fuels?
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Oveliview

'Objectives

Materials

Time
Allotment

_Unit
Lesson 2

MINING COAL

In this lesson, students examine two types
of coaf mining and describe the steps ift
processing coal. They identify common
environmental and human health and safety
problems associated. with mining.

Students.should be Ole to:,
1. Describe two types of-coal mine-
2. Identify the steps used,in procebsing'

coal for home and industrial use.
3. State some of the envi,ronmental prob--

- lems of strip mining.
4. List health and occupational hazards

. of deep mining.

ACtivity Masters 8, 9,.101 and 11
Samples of coal, if possiBle

One class period

Activity -

Observing and Reporting
information from pre-
pared sources

I.

I.

Prgcedure

ACTIVITY MASTER 8

Distribute copies of pic-
*res of deep-shaft coal
miners. Before students -

complete the-activity. ask:

1. Why are the men wearing
hard hats? (Protection
from dirt, coal ichunks,
rocks - all of iihich
could fall on their heads.)

2. Why do theY have lights
on .their hats? (It's 'dark
in,underground mines.)

. The lights used to be
lanterns which burned a
gas to make light. Why
do you suppose workers
changed to 'electrically
powered' lamps? : (Coal ,

mine gas, and coal dust
can be ignited by a. flame.)

to
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A

a Note to Teacher:
thiffe"i'llmining follows
a room-and-pillar mining
.plan. About half the coal
is removed from the seam

-by carving.out intersec-
ting tunnels. Between the
tunnels/ large blocks of
coal pillars are left
standing to support the
mine roof. When pillars
are no longer _needed, they
are sometimes removed to
/1vcover additional coal.

The five major steps are:
1. Cutting - slicgs cut in

the coal to all* the
solid coal to shatter
more easily.
Drilling'- holes are
boied for exploSives.

3. Blasting,- spark-proof
explosives are used to
'shatter the coal._

4. Loading - coal is put
on cars and taken out
of the mine.
Roof Bolting - roof
support is put in place.

.

'Ventilation is installed
and coal vein is ready for
next cycle.

Adapted from Usergy from
Coal, Office df Fossil
Energy, ERDA, Washingon,
D.C.

What other risks do you
think miners take?
(Student answe'rs will
vary.)

Have students complete
their drawings.

ACTIVITY MASTER 9

a

'In this activAty, call at-
tention to cdal veins,
shafts, and levels under-
ground. Deal with these
questions:

1. How do miners get fo the
'various levels to mine
coal? (They use elevators.)

2. How is'coal in the tunnels
mined? Why is mining done
in this manner? (It is
dug from lower to higfier,
for safety reasons, to
keep the roof from caving
in on miners.)

What do you thimk the air
shaft is for? (Ventilation,
brings clean air to miners.)

4. Can you find the two miners
we looked at before? Tell
how their jobs are important,.



f

f Collecting Information

cial Note to the Teacher:

Coal Preparatibn

Coal preparation involves.
'mechanical cleaning and
sizing, usually carried
out in a water medium. A
prepared coal has a lower
moisture And ash content
than run-cf-mine coal.
'The overall result is a
coal product with more
nearly uniform physical
propertiet and a higher
heat value.

Major preparation opera-
tions are performed in the
coal preparatipn plant;
however, sometimes coal is
cleaned at the mine as well.
Here during manual cutting
and loading, the miner can
distinguish between coal
and rock and discard accord-
ingly. Iron can be removed
,from coal by magnets.

There are two primary ob-
jectives in crushing coal.
One is to reduce run-of-
mine to sizes suitable for
cleaning or further reduc-
tion (pulverizing); the,
other in to°reduce the coal
to market sizes. Primary
breaking and cruphipg may
occur at the mine or at a
preparation plant.

Raw coal blending is gener-
ally practiced where a.high
degree of product quality
is necessary.

Energy 17;:om Coal, Office of
Fossil Energy, ERDA, Wash-
ington,

ACTIVITY MASTER 10*

fiand out pictures of sur-
face mining. Have students
locate the vein and the
overburden. Write in these
words on the pictUre.

Locate the workmen. Compare
the workmen to the height of
the overburden and the power
shovel. How much coal do
you think the shovel could
pick up in each load? ,(The
bigggst one can shift 325
,tons'in one load.)

What will happen to the land
after it has been mined?
(Discuss the process Of re-
placing the overburden and
re-seeding the soil.)
Why should the land be re-
claimed? Who should pay for
putting the land back in
place? (Diqcuss the meaning
of responsibility.)

ACTIVITY MASTER 11

Ask: What does this picture
show? (Coal preparation;
procassing bitpminous coal.)

Point to,....each step. Ask:
What do you think is happening
to coal here? (Review meaning4
of crushing, sizing,,washing,
grading, blending,-pulverizing.)

Why do you think coal needs to
be washed? (To get rid of some
ot the sulfur and dust.)
Is coal dirty? (Yes.)

Talk about pollution of air,and
streams, if class interest is
running high.

Ask students to complete the,
Activity Master.

35
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Unit 3
Lesson 3

REFINING' OIL

Overview In this lesson the students are introduced to
the'many products tliat result from the distil-
lation of crude oil. Distillation is presented
.as a process of boiling and condensing.

a6ectives Students should be able tor
1.. Name several common products resulting

.from the refining of crude oil.
2. Identify d.istillation With boiling and

condensing fluids.
3. Identify the steps on refining crUde

oil.

I*

Materials Sampled of crude oil, gasoline, kerosene, light
oil (household), heavy oils (car oil), grease,
wax. These should be placed in clear plastic
jars with caps on them. 'All containers should
be filled about half full, and each shotild be .

labeled. CAUTION: All these materials are
flammable. Make sure there are no open flames
in the room.

Activity Masters 12 and 13.

Time
Allotment One clasS period

Activity

Observing and
Classifying

a- ,

Procedure

Have students examine eadh
sample for such characteris-
'tics as color and degree of .

thickness. Allow students
to handle the containers.
Then.list the characterist4cs
of each on .the activity vaster.

Call attentioneto the crude
'oil sample. Do you see all
,the others in this jar?

ACTIVITY MASTER 13

Distribute class copies of
the diagram of the refining

- 3 6
r
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Classifying

n.
,qftprocess. Sacplain that dis-

tillation is a process ok
boiling a liquid to form4
vapor and then cooling the
vapor to reform the liquid.

CAUTION: Demonstrating this
procpss with the sampled in
the room,is not -advird.

Extendinã the Learnin

I. Have students make a list
of petroleum produ9ts. Use
a chart to classify these
products.
C;othing. Fuels Toys Supplies

2. Make a report on the petro-
chemical industry. Have
students include actual
samples of petro-chemical
products as part of tifeir
reports.

3"
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SUPPI4 VS. DEMAND IN ENERGY

Unit 4
Lesson 1

Overview Thistkesson emphasizes the reasons Why fossil
fuel are considered non-renewable and encour-
ages the students to compare available fossil
fuel sources with present demand for them.
Conservation is introduced.

Objectives Students should be able to:
1. Interpret a circle graph to showyworld

energy consumption,
2. State the limits-of fossil fuel resources

in terms of years. .

Materials 200 soda cans (or 200 objects having simiar
characteristics)

Activity MaAter 14

Time
Allotment One-two class periods (Cans %All need to be

collected over a week or two. These should
be used cans.)

35



Activity Procedure

Predicting Have.students collect 200
soda cans (or 200 of some-
thing of,isimilar size.)
Paint the cansA or dab a
spot of the appropriate
color on them, according
to the following chart.
(The number of cans painted
a particular color is based
upon the information shown
on the graph in the Teacheep.
Background Material, World
Reinainina Fossil Fuelfie=
sources.

No. of Represents
Cans Color Fuel

Supply and.Demand

,125 Black Coal

7 Dark Oil
arown

8 Blue Natural Gas'

57 Green Oil Shale

3 Tan Tai Sands

Mention that Oil Shale and'Tar
Sands are found on the earth,
but at the moment are not used
because of the difficulty and
cost of obtaining them.

Put all cans in a.large carton
and mix them up.

Assign each student a 25 year
time period, starting with
1975-2000, and ending wlth
whichever 25 year span may
be assigned to the last pupil
in your class. Have each
student write in the,time
period he or she has been
assigned on a piece of paper
and pin it to clothing.

39
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Have students go in turn
to the carton and'pick,
out any 22 cans, and count
off the colors for a tally.
On the chalk board, keep a
running 'tally of'the cans.

TALLY

*The 22 cans represent the amount of
energy consumed in a 25 year span.

Have a student tall out when__.-
any one corbr is used up. At
this.point discuss what might
happen when all of the'toil,
coal, natural gaol is used up.
-Look in.the carton. How much
longer do you think the fossil
fuels will last? Then what do
you think will happen?

Remind students that oil shale
and tar 'ands are'not used
present. If these are rem
from.thetpile what would be-
the fesult?

37



2. Short-term solution?

Conservation

Search for-new fuels

3$

44%

kOptional Activity

Don't use thea oil shale
and tar tafids cans. These
green and tan.cans may not.'
,be drawn froM the'carton 4

until' the years when they
can be processed profitably.
All other cans are placed
in the carton And mixed.
When the last can:is rentOved4
.ask:

1. Haw. long do you think the
remaining fossitl iuelk
will last?

2. What should we do About
the oil shale and tar
sands sources?

3. Are therd other sources
of energy other than,
fossil fuels?

4. What can we do to make
fossil.fuels.last longer?

Conserve. Use th'em
more sparjngly. .°

b. Use other sourcesL

ACTIVITY MASTER 13
, . NIINREIEINNINNNER

Distribute copies of circle
graph -apd set of questions.
Have students complete the
activities.

Answers to Questionl:

2. Oil, Coal Natural GAS.
1

2. Nuclear, aydroelectric
Power, Geothermal, Wood.
Solar (including wind),
etc.

3. Student answers wilA
vary'. Circle graph
shows world-wide de-7.
pendence at presener
on fossil fuels.



Unit 4
Lesson 2

STOPPING THE HEAT LEAKS

Overview In this.leispn students identify the essential
element of'heat loss and the solutions being ,

considered.

Objectives Students should be able to:
1. Name and describe some energy conser-

vation measures; especially building
insulation.

2. Demonstrate how heat can move around
a r9om and leave a room.

Materials 4-6 Thermometers (0-50°C)
2 small Juice Glasses
1 Water Glass and Styrofoam cup of equal size
4-6 large Water Glasses or Jars with lids

(large enough to hold juice glass placed
inside each jar)

Activity Masters 15, 16, and 17

Time
Allotment One class period

'8E1111.11X Procedure

Observing and Recording Have students place thermom- ,
eters at the various locations
in the'classroom suggested by.
the Room Temperature Chart
illustrated in the Activity.
Master. (Tape thermometers
in place.)

ACTIVIT MASTER 15

-Distribute Room Temperature
Chart to each class member.
Select student volunteers to
read the thermometers at
various intervals and report
to the class.

Discusis reasons for the dif-
ferences in temperatures.
(Heat rises; cold atr is
near floor; windows are coo/ed
by outside air; air carries
ileat away at -doorways 1 etc. )

4 ,)
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Ask: How can window temp-
eratures become warmer?
(Accept suggestions. En-
courage discussion of storm
igindows.)

ACTIVITY MASTER 16\

111111111.1111111110.111

Discuss insulation of homes
and buildings. In
winter, a furnace Puts heat
energy.into a house, but
heat will continue to leave
through the walls, windows,
floors, and roof. Insulation-
keeps the heat from leaving
,as fast.

How can insulation help
everybody in a time of
etiergy, shortage? (Save
valuable and limited fossil
f6els.)

ACTIVITY' MASTER 17

Have a small group of stu-
dents place equal amounts
of hot water in an ordinary
glass or pyrex beaker and a
styrofoam cup. Take the ,

temperature of the water..in
each. Then place pieces of
cardb9ard over each container
to insure that heat loss is
through the container and

mnot throug1:1 the opening.

Reco,rd the temperature of
-alach on a chart or graph
after I minute. In which
container diq the water
stay hotter? Why?

Testing An Hypothesis

40



Observing and Reporting Hand out small magnifying
glasses. Ask students
to examine bits of the
styrofoam cup and tell or
draw a picture about what
they see. (Full of air
pockets.)

How can air pockets in
something kee. heat in?
,(Air cannot carry heat
away if it is trapped in
the pockets.) Would
layers.of something act
like air pockets? (Yes.
They would trap the air
and prevent it from car-
ryin4 body heat away.)

When might we want to let
air carry body heat away
in winter or summer?

Does loose, thin clothing,
let'air carry-away heat
from our.bodies?

Explain how wearing a down
jacket might not be a goad,
idea in summer. Have stu-.
dents use the word insulation'
in thelr explanItion.

41



SOLAR gNERGY
Cm.

Unit 4
Lesson 3

Overview This lesson presents the idea that the sun's
radiation can be converted to heat. Some
techniques to incredse the efficiency Of .the
process will be qxaillined. Converting solar
energy to electricity is mentioned.

.Objectives Students should-lae able to:
1. State th'e relationship of various colors

to hea11
2. Explain the problems of utilizing elec--

- tric conversion of solar energy for home
use.

-Materials 2 identical Boxes about 30 cm x 30.cm x 30 cm
2 identical tin cans with labels'remove4
3-5 Thermometers .

Black apd White Paint
Plastic Wrap
Activity Mdsters.19, 19, and 20

Time
Allotment One class period

Activity Procedure

Obierving and Reportlng ACTIVITY MASTER 18

21111111111111111.1111111P1111
Use this attivity master as
a lah data collecting sheet.
Ask gtudents to graph the
results as an additional
actiVity.

This activity asks the stu-
dents to:

Paint one box dull black and .

the other box white. Cut a
window in one side so.that a
thermometer placed,on the in-
'side of the box may be seen
'and read (see drawing on'

.

Students' Activity Master 17
handout). Cover the "window"
with clear plastic.



I.

S.

*Observing amd Reporting.

4

_

S.

Place the boxes in a sunny
place. Read and record the
temperature in each box
every 5 minutes.

.In the.second experiment,
have studens paint one or-
dinary tin can black and
one white. Fill both with
ekact amounts of cold water
and place a thermometeein
each can. Put the cans.in
a sunny place. Have students
read and record the tempera-
tures every 5 minutes.I
Amsweks to Student Questions:

2. Black box or tin can got
hotter. Black is the
better color for abso-rbing
and conveiting the sun's
'rays to heat.

2. Warmer house - black roof.

3. Cooler hoUse - white rbof.

4. Black is better for absorb-
ing and converting the sun's

-

rays to heat.

ACTIVITY MASTER 19 ,

Show the students the picture
of a modern solar house. Ask:'
What color might be best to
paint the inside of the col-
lector?. Why? (Black; to ab-
sorb the sun's heat better.)

Why do you think the collector'
is covered with glass? (Glass
lets the sunlight in but pre-
vents air from carrying the
heat pnergy sway.)

In what diredtion does the
roof collector face? Why?
(It faces south. The sun's



rays comç mostly from this
directip , in North Amerlca
at'least.)

Why do you think there is
an auxiliary heater it the
house? (Some days the sun
doesn't skine for a long
enough period. The heater
wil help maintain comfort.)

ACTIVITY 'MASTER 20

If possible, have students
examine a light sensitive
meter. Have students note
that increasing the amount.
of light shining on the
Photo cell increases the
action of the'needle.

Distribute the diagrarg of
a light meter. Have students
*locate the various parts of
the meter. Then answer the
question on the meter.

Answer to Student Question:

wit would take too many
photo cells to replace
the use of 1 f2ash2ight
battery.

OD
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Overview

Objectives

Materials

Time
Allotment

Unit 4
Lesson 4

NUCLEAR ENERGY

This.lesson introduces the student to the enor-
mous quantity of energy released-by a -small
amount of nuclear material. The closed circuit
energy exchange system in,a nuclear power station
is described.

Students should be able to:
1. Compare.the energy released by nuclear

fuels to the energy produced by fossil
fuels.

2. Identify some of the hazards of,nucleax
reactor plants.

3. Describe the basic elements of a nuclear
reactor energy exchange s stem.

Piece of Chalk 15 mm long
Masking Tape
Activity Master 21

One class period

Activity

Comparing

fkIlet
of urdniutn

(diameteror 9 won .

lenath swpm)

Procedure

Begin.with a review of the
primary sources of energy.
Have studdnts list them
again: Fossil FUels - coal,
oil, natural gas; Hydro-
electric; Nuclear.

Call students' attention to
the size of the chalk that
you are holding. (See left
for size.) The chalk size
represents a Benet of uranium,
which is a nuciear fuel. Real
uranium would be too expensive
and too dangerous to use in a
school.

Help student's measure a corner
of the classroom into the.fol-
lowing dimensions and mark the
area with masking tape.' The
wills will form two sides of a
square, and masking tape rep-
resents the other two sides.
(See diagram at left.)

47
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Next, measure up the wall at
the corners 56 cm. Place the
chalk pellet (representing
uranium) in the square.

Tell students-that the pellet
produced as much energy as
the amount of oil they could
fit into the space.

Measure another space, in
another corner. Use the same
marking method. This time,
however, measure up 60 am.
Place pellet inside-the square
as before.

The 60 cm square represents
the amourkt,of well-packed coal
that would equal the same
energy as the tiny nuclear pel-
let.

Take the'comparisons further
by asking:
1. Do you remember what kind

of-energy lb praaii-ceit-Wheif--
fossil fuels are burned?
(Heat, light.)

2. What is. the- name of a place
where fossil fuels are 'burned
under controlled conditione?
(Boiler or,Boiler Hoyse.)

List on the board the energies
produced in a nuclear reactor.
Do you think it will be the
same ai energies produced by
fossil fuels?

1. Heat
2. Light
3. Other invisible radiations

, such as X-rays.

Acquiring and Reporting ACTIVITY MA$TER 21
Lnformation

Distribute diagram of a reactor.-
Have students trace the flow.
Have.them suggest appropriate

A (4



?tctivity Procedure

colors to represent steam
and water.

c .

Identify a closed system.
Discuss the pathways with
partiCular attention paid
to the fact that the same
water is used over and over.
Why is it closed? (ro pre-,
vent harmful nuclear radiation
and radio-active matirial from
escaping.)

Where are the control rods
and shields? What do these
things do? (The amount of
energy prodested is controlled
by lowering' t'he control rods
into the

59
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WHAT Is HAPPENING AND WHY?

How is energy in action being shown here?
Li0 each action, starting with the girl
kicking the football, and ending with the
TV set. Write in what is happening and
why. The first two have been done for you.

Name Process Changes

Kicking. 1. motion ( ot) motion (ball) sound

Furnace Y. burning heat

Vacuum Cleaner 3.

Electric Stove 4.
!.

Electric Light 5.

Electric Mixer 6.

Electric Dryer 7.

Electric Washer 8.

Television Set 9.

52. 53



Write the words in'the correct blank:

fan'
heating coil
motor
electricity
hot air

\/.

The hot air is pushed.out by qua fan.

The energy source is electricity.

The hot coil heats the air in the tube.

Electrical energy is convefted to heat energy when it
passes through the coil of wire.

Does a toaster or an electric stove use some or all of these
sentences? Use parts (or all) of the.sentences and tell how
a toaster or electric stove works.



41.

STEP1

STEP

STEP 4

Room

Above is a picture of a home heating system.
-In some ways it works like the hair dryer.
Take this outline drawing with you when you-
look at the cchool's heating system. Write
these wbrds in the proper place wfien you have
peen the operation of the school heating
system:- PRIMARY SOURCE, FIRE BOX, JACXET or
BOILER, MBVING DEVICE, THERMOSTM (3).

Can you draw the wires leading.trom each
thermostat to make the room warmer? Show
your ideas-io a friend.



FIELD GUIDE QUESTIONS

1. (School Wiring

Are the wires covered or bare? Why?

How many wires are in a cable? Or are the wires in groups
of three?'

-

What is the first thing the electricity goes through at the
building? Why?

Write in where you think the wires go inside the school.

2. Transmission Lines

. Does the size of the wires change? Why?

Are the wires in a cable, or are they separate? Why?

Why are the wires so high off the ground?

Do the wires branch off at times? Why?

What are the containers that look iike gray tanks of some
kind on some poles called? What do they do?

How many.supply lines lead into the transformer station?
How many leave the-station?

404.

Write in what you think a transformer does.

rf-1
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Generating Station

What is the primary source of energy used in the station?.

Does the station have an alternate primary source of ener'gy
_they can use, if necessary?

What powers the turbine?

What does the generator do?

What are the main parts of the generator?

f

4 '

Write in 'the words that gd in the blanks. Choose words from
the scrambled list below:

mechanical'

coal

heat

turbine

oil
generator

gas

T e supplies the energy which is converted to

to
in the boiler. Steam in the boiler is converted

energy in the 'The

ener'gy is conveited to electrical energy in the



4$

c5gam 02?in
4

You can make a picture sherd.? ahoui ENERGY IN ACTION. Cut out each picture. Then match
xas many of the pairs.as you can. Tape the pairs together, then connect pairs with
other pairs with tape and make a movie. Pull them through'a small Cardboard viewer like
the one shown here. Write a story to tell wben you show your movie. Tell where the
energy comes from.

-4014
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Below are two miners from different paris of an underground mine. Cuethese figures outand place each of them on a separate piece of paper'. Draw in their working envirimment.as well as you can. Draw in some orthe dangers these people face. Tell the class whichare instant dangers and which are longer-range dangers. ,

POOL: row Bet:r TI6M4106 Der Aturign.041604.ZIASTIN6
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Match the words with the correct picture parts. DraW lines from the words to the right parts.

PuLVEri

&RAPING

saima
6,41 WAst4I06

0 "I

Es'LENPING

crusto6
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LOOKING AT OIL AND OIL PRODUCTS

12
1

Use the chart below tc classify the oil products.

Crude Oil

Gasoline

.Kerosene

Light Household
Oil

Car Oil (Heavy
Oil)

Grease

Wax

Color Thick or Thin?

AA.



OIL
nal>

.00 VOLUM@

0 Here are some products from refining
v_11 crude oil.. Check the ones you saw
1A-0 samples of.

MO Write in the products you use.

d Dkaw a picture to show how one of these
products is used. (Draw your picture
on the back.)

Tell what you think distillation means;

M70
,



1. Can you list the fossil fuels?

2. What fuels mights be listed under OTHER?

3.. Write how you think the world depen0e-son fossil fuels.
If you prefer; write what you thinkrthe world would be
like without the use of fossil fuels.



WHY ARE SOME PLACES WARM? WHY ARE SOME COW?

15

'Put a th rmometer in different places of the classroom shown on..
the chart. Record on the chart the temperature of these places
at different mes of the day. Tell what you found out.

Location

Ceilin

ROOM TEMPERATURE CHART

9:00 11:00 1:00 3:00

Window

Inside Wall

Outside Wall

1. Where is the room warthest?

What is the coldest location?

3. Write in the ways you think heat is moving around the
room.

4. Write in the ways you think heat is getting out of .

the room.

4 5. What are your ideas for keeping heat in the classroom?

71



HOW CAN ENERGY BE SAVED AT HOME?

16

Can this experiment give you a clue about how home heating andcooling bills can be cut? You will need to put an equal amountof ice into two small juice glasses. Place one juice glass into
a larger jar and cover the jar with a lid. Note the time required
to melt the ice in both glasses. R6cord this information on thechart._

IOMINI 15 MIN. et, Atm

Which ice lasted longer?

Why?

What parts in a house act like the jar to keep the heat in or Out?

If you said storm windows and doors, you were correct. But tell why.



RECORDING AND GRAPHING WATER TEMPERATURES
17

SI

Use the cilart to xecora the water temperatures in the two containers of water. Make a line
graph to show which container lost heat faster.

VSScte

51r;41?-r jot4IN.
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WHICH COLOR IS BETTER FOR ABSORBING AND CONVERTING THE SUN'S.HEAT?

1 8

Put both of these boxes in a sunny place.
^ Read and redord the temperature inside the

boxes every 5 minutes. Write in the chart
, what you find out. Then answer the ques-

tions.

RIO<
EtIK

AV44115
84x

er4R91. I5AW. eoMIN,

I.

1. Which box (or tin can with water in it) got hotter? Why?

2. This experiment should give you some idea about the best
color to use to paint the roof of a house. What do you
think a roof should be painted to keep a house warmer? Why?

3. What color roof might keep a'house cooler on hot summer days?
Why?

4. Which color is better for absorbing and converting the SUP'S
rays to heat?

7 ;
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LIGHT METER

20'

photo cell
w;res

eledrlemeter

9

Light enters the window and shines on the photo cell.

Photo cell converts light energy to electrical energy.

The electric metei registers-the-amount of electricity
produced. (More light means morre electricity.)

16.

LI

ix° moia au-s RAffiLiGier
ErArrow

Saw does.this 2icture suggest why we don't use photo cells
in flashlights?

0 !



BOILING WATER REACTOR

21

The nuclear reacte'r proguces electricifiy.(zjake your finger and
trace the steps in.t4e nuclear production of electricity/ startiag
with the reactor (A) and ending with the generator (D). Then
answer the questions below.

0.

0[7,1M@

()

A, B, 0, or D?

1 Where,is the water changed to steam?

2. Where is the' steam changed back to water?

3 Wher'e is steam converted to mechanical work?

b,

.

1 4. Where is the'electricity made? 92 u s. COVINNIMIXT rilerl"04) °Melt : 1 leo ni-lavo
'A

0 ,0

I i

a

.. "
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